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Students to pay
Union expenses

Thomas to
campaign
for teachers

By Amy Bowler
Student Lite Reporter

By Amanda Erskine
Student Government Reporter
Jonathan Thomas, one of the University
of Maine's own students, is running for the
House of Representatives Nov. 7 for the
Democratic Party. If elected, Thomas will
represent Orono and the UMaine campus,
District 123, in the state Legislature.
Thomas is running uncontested, after his
opponent dropped out of the race after the
deadline allowed to add new candidates on
the ballot.
Thomas plans to graduate in May with
a degree in international affairs with a
concentration in political sciences and a
minor in Spanish. He was born in
Kenduskeag, Maine, and then moved to
Old Town, where he graduated from high
school. At UMaine, Thomas was a student
representative to the University of Maine
System board of trustees.
When Thomas first became a student
here his intended major was in education
but Thomas changed his mind after he
was exposed to the bad aspects of teaching. This led him to make the improvement of the educational system the top
priority for his campaign.
His goal is to get more qualified teachers into teaching positions and to raise the
quality of schools.
"We need to get to the point where we
can raise the standards in teachers to make
our schools nationwide leaders," Thomas
said.
He said he feels that we need to create
more incentives for teachers to want to
See THOMAS on page 4
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As the Memorial Union grows larger,
so will student fees.
The University of Maine has added a new
fee to cover the cost of the Union expansion
which will be implemented in the spring.
"We want to make sure the Union can be
occupied before we can in good conscience
charge the fee," said Robert Duringer, vice
president of financial affairs.
The fee cost to pay for the new Union will
be $3.50 per credit hour for all students taking classes at UMaine, without exception.
There was some student resistance in
1996 when the Union expansion project
was first proposed; many didn't feel the
expansion was necessary. The student
population was smaller at that time and the
added expense wasn't looked upon kindly.
Duringer said he hopes there will be no
opposition to the new fee come spring.
"I think it will be a good project," Duringer
said."Everyone will be happy with it."
To build the addition a $12.5 million bond
was granted last year through the university's
own banking system. From the beginning,
the school planned to charge students to
repay the money, Duringer said. Other
options were considered, such as having the
state foot the bill, but it wasn't able to do so.
For the next 20 years students will dish
out $583,000 per year while the University
Bookstore and Campus Living, which both
operate out of the Union, will pay $200,000.
That's a grand total of over $15 million.
"The little money left over will be put
towards custodial services," Duringer
said."We want to keep it really nice."
Once the fee is definite for the spring, the
office of financial aid will work with students to help assist them in paying it, said
Peggy Crawford of the financial aid department. And by next fall, it will be included
with other fees that financial aid covers.
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By Jessica DiSanto
Community Reporter
BANGOR — The Bangor
Humane Society is once again putting on its annual Paws on Parade
fund-raiser for the seventh year.
University of Maine students are
encouraged to participate in the
benefit walk to help raise money
for local homeless animals.
The walk, which will be held
on Sunday, Oct. 1, will begin at
the United Technologies Center
on the corner of Mt. Hope Avenue
and Hogan Road. It will continue
around the trails surrounding
Bangor Mental Health Institute
and return back to the United
Technologies Center.
The Bangor Humane Society
was founded in 1869 and is one of
in
the oldest Humane Societies
of
purpose
the United States. The
prothe shelter is to care for, and
abanvide suitable homes for

doned animals.
Most of the funds supporting
the Humane Society come from
donations, fund-raisers and proceeds from adoption. However,
this doesn't always provide enough
money to take care of the animals.
Karen
to
According
Pendleton, membership coordinator, taking care of the animals
costs a "considerable amount of
money," which the Humane
Society doesn't always get back
from adoption fees.
Paws on Parade is only one of
several fund-raisers that are put
on each year. In October the
Humane Society is organizing a
membership drive. Local residents, contacted by mailed pledge
forms, will be asked to support
the Bangor Humane Society by
committing to donate money each
year to the program.
Pendleton said the purpose of
the drive is "to get people to feel

more connected to the organization." Members will receive a
membership card, discounts and
news of upcoming events, as well
as the opportunity to help support
orphaned animals.
Another attempt at giving potential clients the ability to choose to
adopt animals can be found on
p.m.
7:30
at
WBGR-TV
Thursdays. A series of commercials
called "Best Friends" is aired to
viewers. The commercials are
opportunities for customers to view
one animal a week that is ready for
adoption and to decide if that is the
right pet for them.
Despite the charitable work
that the Bangor Humane Society
has performed, misfortune has
played a key role in the destruction and loss of its facilities.
In February 1999, accumulation of lint in a clothes dryer
located in the Humane Society's
storage shed had ignited, result-

Marie Carmicheal, 3:), of Milford embraces "Grey Poupon", an 8year-old Persian cat, in the Cat Visitation Room at the Bangor
Humane Society on Thursday afternoon. Carmicheal, who works
at home for Putnam Investments, wanted a companion during
work hours. CAMPUS PHOTO BY JASON CANNIFF.

ing in the destruction of the shed
and a large quantity of supplies.
The loss of property and goods
were estimated at $15,000.
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Five months later, the Humane
Society suffered another loss. In
See HUMANE on page 3
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York Village
to remain
standing

October 2-4, 2000

TURNING PROMISE INTO PRACTICE

By Sean Prendergast
Circulation Manager

MENTAL ILLNESS AWARENESS WEEK
INFORMATION TABLE: MONDAY—WEDNESDAY,10:00 AM-2:00 PM,LOBBY, MEMORIAL UNION
MONDAY,OCTOBER 2

TUESDAY,OCTOBER 3

WEDNESDAY,OCTOBER 4

10:00 am-11:45 am,Bangor Lounge,

10:15 am-2:00 pm,FFA Room, Memorial

12:00 pm-1:00 pm,FFA Room,Memorial

Memorial Union
Panel Discussion: "Creating and
Supporting Promising Practices at the
University of Maine"

Union
FREE CONFIDENTIAL DEPRESSION
SCREENING for students, employees
and the community provided by the
Counseling Center

Union

Staff from Human Resources; Employee
Assistance Program; Services for Students
with Disabilities; and the Center for
Community Inclusion.
The panel will address topics related to accommodations for students, faculty and staff as
well as provide an overview and information
on new state and federal legislation addressing
work incentives that allow individuals to maintain access to health care while returning to or
entering the work force.

12:00 pm-1:30 pm,Bangor Lounge,
Memorial Union
Center for Students and Community
Life: Campus Activity Brown Bag
Discussion Series
Panel Discussion: Helping the Helpers:
Vicarious Trauma in the Helping
Professions.
Mental Health workers often develop trauma
symptoms from their vicarious contact with
survivors of overwhelming horror. Police,
EMT,and others who respond to natural or
man-made disasters are likewise traumatized
in the line of duty.
*A panel of recent School of Social Work graduate students will present their ground breaking empirical research on vicarious trauma,
who is at risk, and how it can be prevented.
•Polly Karns,Ed.D. will present the widely
acclaimed Critical Incident Stress Debriefing
Technique.
*Jay Peters, MSW will contemplate the impact of
the digital era on vulnerability to secondary
trauma symptoms.

Co-sponsors
> Career Center
> Centerfor Community Inclusion
> Centerfor Students and Community Life
> College of Business, Public Policy and Health
> College of Education and Human Development
> College of Liberal Arts & Sciences
> College of Natural Sciences, Forestry, and Agriculture
> Community Health and Counseling Services
> Counseling Center
> Department of Psychology
> Division of Lifelong learning
> Employee Assistance Program
> Food Science & Human Nutrition Department
> History Department
> Human Resources
> NAMI of Maine
> School of Nursing
> School ofSocial Work
> Student Employment and Volunteer Programs
> Tina Passman in memory of her brother
> University Bookstore
> WINGSfor Children and Families
> Women in the Curriculum

Come find out about the hidden illness that
affects one in five adults.
If you think you may be depressed, or recognize any of the symptoms of depression in
yourself, come fill out a quick self-test and
speak with a counselor about your personal
situation.

10:00 am-2:00 pm,Lown Room,
Memorial Union
INFORMATION FAIR
Co-sponsors. The Career Center and Student
Employment and Volunteer Programs

> Perspective employers from the
community
> Volunteer opportunities-VOICE
> Current resource material
> Career development opportunities
> Community programs
> Books, flyers and information

Counseling Center

FOOD FOR THOUGHT SERIES
"SOS"SIGNS OF SUICIDE PROGRAM
Did you know that most people who commit suicide tell somebody before they do it? Would you
recognize the signs of someone that is possibly
suicidal? If not, you should take advantage of the
free SOS: Signs of Suicide Training Program
offered as part of the University of Maine
Counseling Center's "Food for Thought" Series.
3:00 pm-5:00 pm,Bangor Lounge,

Memorial Union
Inclusive Schooling - Promising
Practices Supporting All Students to
achieve to High Standards
Conducted by-LEARNS staff from the
Center for Community Inclusion and
school partners:
Creating learning environments that honor
and support the diversity that ALL students
bring to the classroom. Participants will
explore the characteristics of a welcoming
environment that allows students K-12 to
discover their strengths and those of their
classmates while recognizing that everyone
holds great promise when given the opportunity to discover the best of themselves.

7:00 pm-9:00 pm, Pm 100 0.P, Corbett

Night at the Movies
Co-sponsored by the

Center for Students and Community Life

GIRL,INTERRUPTED
Starring Winona Ryder and
Angelina Pile (winner, Academy Award)
In 1967, after a session with a psychiatrist she'd
never seen before, Susan Kaysen was diagnosed
with borderline personality disorder - a diagnosis
so ambiguous almost any adolescent girl might
qualify. She is sent to a renowned New England
psychiatric hospital where she spends the next
two years in a ward for teenage girls. There,
Susanna loses herself among the other patients,
including Lisa,a charming girl with antisocial personality disorder who stages a disastrous escape,
and Daisy, a pampered girl with a predilection for
rotisserie chicken. Girl, Interrupted questions the
boundaries between confinement and freedom,
friendship and betrayal, and madness and sanity
at a time when it seemed the whole world might
be going crazy.
Directed by James Mangold
Rated R
Running time 125 minutes

All programs are free and open to the public.

7:00 pm - 9:00 pm,101 Neville Hall

KEYNOTE ADDRESS
FREDERICK J. FRESE, P.h.D.
PRESENTATION MADE
POSSIBLE BY COMMUNITY
HEALTH AND
COUNSELING SERVICES """•-•i—"'"11
"
Ilmith and
Community
Counseling Seriice

Dr. Frese, past Director of Psychology at
Western Reserve Psychiatric Hospital, is
presently Coordinator of the Summit
County Recovery Project, and holds faculty appointments in psychiatry at Case
Western Reserve University and the
Northeast Ohio College of Medicine.
Nearly 30 years ago as a Marine Corps
Officer, Dr. Frese was diagnosed with
schizophrenia. Over the next 10 years he
was periodically hospitalized, often on
secure wards. He subsequently earned a
business degree and Masters and Doctorate
degrees in psychology. A longtime activist
on local, state, national levels, he serves on
committeesfor NIMH,and NAMI.
In his lectures, Dr. Frese interjects humor
into the reality of living with schizophrenia. He also describes 12 aspects of coping
with this illness.

CEUs and Certificates of Attendance available.

For more information or special accommodation,
please call Nancy Kelly at 581-2378.
Parking permits are available at Public Safety at
160 College Ave., University of Maine,Orono, ME.
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York Village, the on-campus
apartment complex at the south
end of campus, will stand to
serve students for years to
come.
Opened in 1978, the Village is
beginning to show her age.
Rumors have milled throughout
the student body regarding the
possibility of razing the small
community.
According
to
Andrew
Matthews, director of housing
services, these rumors are most
likely the result of a scenario
mentioned by Mark Anderson,
former interim vice president of
student affairs. He once spoke
of a scenario where enrollment
increased and older students
continued to desire on-campus
living.
"We have to balance the need
for double housing for freshmen
with the fact that many upperclass
students desire single-room housing," Matthews said.
The balance will be made by
building dormitories for new
freshmen, while keeping York
Village available for upperclassmen, Matthews said.
Oak Hall will have 82 rooms
ready for use by January, he
said. An additional 200 rooms
will arrive near Doris Twitchell
Allen Village in the fall of
2002.
York Village was built on
"cement slabs with inefficient
electrical heating" and left "a little to be desired," Matthews said.
David Trefethen of Facilities
Management said there is a
pattern of frequently visiting
York Village more than other
dormitories.
Dan Martel, a fourth-year
journalism major, and secondyear resident of York Village, has
had problems with his Village
apartment.
"The bathroom sink has had a
lot of problems," Martel said on
his Village balcony — the only
place on campus to have such a
structure. "Also, the water heater
broke last year."
The Village differs in style and
atmosphere from DTAV. No
MaineCard is needed to enter
York Village, as it more closely
promotes apartment-style living
than does DTAV.
"York Village is more of an
apartment, whereas DTAV is sort
of like a suite," Martel said.
"There are no ovens in DTAV.It is
too much like a dorm."
Although York is not as contemporary in structure and as
energy efficient as DTAV, a tour
with Matthews and Jon Lewis,
executive director of Student
Auxiliary Services, conducted
during the end of the summer
revealed that "the basic structure
of the Village is pretty good,"
Matthews said.

•
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from page 1
July a recent layoff of nine
employees brought the payroll
down from 24 to 15 employees.
With a low staff and almost 5,000
animals coming in every year,
people are being strongly encouraged to volunteer.
With the help of the community and various events and fundraisers, like Paws on Parade, the
Bangor Humane Society was able
to recover drastically, if not fully.
While a new storage shed has yet
to be built, a new and larger building was constructed to house
more animals effectively.
Among the recent improvements, the Bangor Humane
Society's former development
coordinator, Bev Uhlenhake, was
promoted to the position of executive director.
Uhlenhake, former University
of Maine residence hall coordinator, has been with the Bangor
Humane Society since January.

For Uhlenhake, who earned a
degree in German women's studies and higher education administration, a job as executive director for the Bangor Humane
Society came unexpectedly.
"I came to be the development
coordinator to raise money,"
Uhlenhake said. "I wanted to do
something
different...raising
money for little ones like this
sounded like a good idea."
Uhlenhake is in charge of the
Paws on Parade fund-raiser. She
urges students to collect pledges
and to walk their pet dogs. For
those students who are unable to
bring their pets to the event,
Uhlenhake has the answer.
"For students on campus, you
don't even need f to bring) a dog,"
Uhlenhake said. "You can collect
pledges ... or walk with a picture
of your dog from home, or you
can just walk on your own."
Right now the Humane

Society has 50 volunteers, but are
always in need of more.
Volunteering does have its
benefits. It is an excellent
opportunity for those who want
to do internships or work in the
animal sciences. Volunteering
at the Bangor Humane Society
would include walking the
dogs, cleaning the kennels,
helping to train the animals and
participating in animal behavioral and health testing.
"The more volunteers we
have, the better the animals' lives
are," Uhlenhake said. "You're
saving animals' lives, as well as
just helping us to stay open."
For more details on how to get
involved with the Bangor
Humane Society and to register
for the Paws on Parade fund-raiser, contact the Bangor Humane
Society at 942-8902 or visit their
Web site at www.bangorliumane
society.com.

Rhonda King, 40, of Ellsworth, exits the Bangor Humane Society
after successful completion of the adoption process. In the "togo"-style box is "Fluffy," her newly aquired cat. King believes she
will keep the name, as the cat has responded to it for more than a
year now. CAMPUS PHOTO BY JASON CANNIFF.

San Diego students vote
to remove Aztec mascot
By Jessica Zisko
The Daily Aztec
SAN DIEGO (U-WIRE) —
The San Diego State University
Associated Students Council
members took a stand Wednesday
night on the Aztec mascot issue:
they said it's offensive and that
they want it gone.
"This Aztec is division," said
council member Priscilla Ochen.
"It's dividing a segment of our population. ... It has a greater effect
than just the 32,000 students on this
campus. It's time for this to end."
A majority of the council
approved a resolution that would
retire the Aztec name, logo and
mascot, which have been associated with San Diego State
University for more than 75 years.
Council members said it is offensive to Native Americans.
"This is great," said Rey Soto,
A.S. representative for the Native
American Student Alliance on
campus.
The next step in deciding the
fate of the Aztec goes to the
University Senate. If the Senate
agrees with A.S., the decision will
go on to President Stephen Weber,
who has the last word. The resolution may be brought to the Senate
as early as Oct. 10.
A resolution to change the
mascot was originally brought to
the A.S. council Sept. 6 by Soto
on behalf of NASA. On Sept. 13,

Corrections
In the article, "UMaine community helps soup kitchen after
theft," in the Wednesday. Sept.
27, ksue of The Maine Campus,
the director of Manna Soup
Kitchen was incorrectly identified. His name is Bill Rae.
In the article, "Stress need

the council voted to postpone its
decision and gather more information. A.S. held a public forum
to get input from the college community last Thursday.
The approved resolution
requires the University Senate to
vote on the issue and that an ad
hoc committee must be established by A.S. President Jason
Rollingson to look into a new
mascot.
Soto said NASA is ready to
tackle the issue again when it
comes before the Senate and to
meet with Weber. Both he and
NASA President Manny Lieras
said they are confident the resolution will pass.
Although some students have
expressed concern that Weber has
not attended any of the A.S. meetings or the public forum, Soto
said he isn't worried.
"I think President Weber is
playing it safe," Soto said."I think
he's playing it the way he should
be. I don't think he really wants to
address the issue until he knows
what the student body feels and
what the faculty and staff feel."
California State University
Chancellor Charles Reed, who
used to head Florida State
University's system, told "The
Daily Aztec" Tuesday that he
feels the mascot issue should be
worked out here.

Kristina Henderson, an employee of one year at the Bangor Humane Society, reaches back to stroke
a very affectionate yet deformed cat while speaking with prospective adopters on Thursday. CAMPUS
PHOTO BY JASON CANNIFF.

Engineers offer suggestions
for reducing heat oil prices
By Kimberly Leonard
Style Editor

Cold weather is once again settling into Maine and with it comes
the need for homeowners to heat
their homes. If they heat with oil,
they will notice a remarkable
increase in prices.
lb help counter the price increase,
three University of Maine engineers
have created a list of general ideas on
how to cut home heating costs.
Herbert Crosby, professor in the
school of engineering, Charles
Foster, student of mechanical engineering, and Michael Mayhew
Chief, engineer at the UMaine
Industrial Assessment Center, have
up with ideas ranging from
come
4
See AZTEC on page
easy last-minute heat savers to
home improvements.
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The trio also suggested buying

oil at a fixed price early in the season. According to the group, oil
suppliers may be willing to sell
large amounts of fuel early, on the
condition of immediate payment.
It would also help the homeowner
to avoid any more price spikes.
Longer-term solutions to heating may include improving heating systems and adding insulation.
A good improvement, according to Mayhew, is a programmable thermostat or kerosene heater.
These regulate temperatures
according to a pre-set schedule.
They allow the home to be heated
when people are in it and heat to
not be wasted when they aren't.
The use of kerosene programmable space heaters and wood
stoves adds variety to fuel use and
helps avoid price increases. The
engineers recommend stoves that
use outside air for combustion and
vent the exhaust air outdoors.
Insulation is "a wonderful,
wonderful idea," Crosby said.
Adding insulation allows less
heat to escape and has a "longterm payback," he said.
Crosby noted that the university could also use the information and improve its heating stan-

dards by adding inside insulation
and weatherproofing windows.
"Many of the buildings are not
up to current standards," Crosby
said. "[There is al huge energy
loss by using 50 year old insulation standards."
Another permanent option for
homeowners is solar heat. The
trio reLommends interested
homeowners contact the Maine
Solar Energy Association.,
Mayhew said he also believes
that with the release of the oil
reserves by President Bill Clinton
and the Organization of the
Petroleum Exporting Countries
producing three percent more, the
"price should soften ... I would
expect it to come down in October."
Clinton also recently released
$400 million in "fuel assistance for
families with modest income,"
according to a news release from
Maine Congressman John Baldacci.
Maine will receive $5 million of this
money. The money will be handled
through the Low Income Home
Energy Assistance Fund.
For information about fuel
assistance, call the Maine State
Housing Authority at I (800)
452-4668.
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Policee
By Nicole Brann
Crime Reporter
The owner of a 1987 gray
Honda Accord reported that
between the hours of 9:45 p.m.
Thursday, Sept. 21, and 9:30
a.m. Friday, Sept. 22, someone
broke out both the passenger
and driver's-side windows.
Nothing was taken during the
break-in and damage is estimated to be $200.

men reportedly ran. However,
upon speaking with the remaining individuals, Gordon Smith,
18, was summoned for illegal
possession of alcohol by a minor.
Police are reportedly seeking the
man who fled the scene.

bag produced a half-full bottle of
Allen's Coffee Brandy. Another
individual was reported to be
holding a can of beer. As a result,
both were summoned.

While on bike patrol in the
area of York Village at about
11:15 p.m. Wednesday, Sept. 20,
King observed a large group of
people walking toward him.
According to reports, some members of the group appeared to be
holding open alcohol containers.
James Whirley, 19, and
One of the members of the
Steven Turcotte, 19, were sum- group, Sarah McEvoy, 19, was
moned on charges of illegal observed holding a Coors Light.
possession of alcohol by King, upon speaking with
minors.
McEvoy, determined she was not
While on foot patrol at about of legal drinking age. McEvoy was
12:15 a.m. Friday, Sept. 22, in summoned on a charge of illegal
the area of the Aroostook Hall possession of alcohol by a minor.
parking lot, Officer Jeff King
During the course of the connoticed a large, loud group.
versation with the first group,
According to reports, as King noticed another group walkKing approached the group, one ing toward him. Members of this
man took a backpack from a group appeared to be holding
woman and put it on his shoul- open beer containers.
ders. A consent search of the
Upon seeing King, one of the

David Miller, 21, was summoned for furnishing liquor to
minors and Evan Walsh, 18, was
summoned for illegal possession of alcohol by a minor after
a gathering in Penobscot Hall
was visited by uninvited guests.
Around 10 p.m. Tuesday,
Sept. 19, King and an RA were
making rounds in Penobscot
Hall when they came to a room
with a considerable amount of
noise coming from it.
According to reports, as the
two waited outside, an individual inside the room said, "Hey,
pass me another beer."
The officer and the RA
observed several beer cans in
the room after the door opened.
The resident and occupants
of the room were questioned,
and it was found that Miller had
earlier been questioned about
where he was taking a 30 pack
of cans and a 12 pack of bottles.
As a result, two individuals
were summoned, and the
remaining four were referred to
Judicial Affairs.
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Aztec
"I have great respect for Native
Americans," he said in a teleconference with CSU journalists. "I used
to work in a system that had as their
mascot the Seminoles and I saw a
great amount of respect where the
Native Americans came together
with the university and it became a
win-win situation."
Supporters of the mascot, like
athletics marketing director Steve
Schnall, denied accusations by
Soto that SDSU is exploiting the
Aztec culture for money.
"That has been associated with
us several times today," he said.
"But we, as an athletic department, have never mentioned that
as a reason to keep or lose the
Aztec mascot."
SDSU students and council
members, however, have mixed
opinions.

[Thomas

STEPHEN C. SMITH
Attorney at Law

Jon Thomas.

• Criminal Defense

• Personal Injury

P.O. Box 1957
Tel.(207) 941-2395
Bangor, ME 04402
Fax.(207)941-9608
mainelawyer@hotmall,corn

Use your head...
...always wear a condom.
The Maine Campus UMaine's thrice-weekly newspaper

ACADIA BIKE'S 8TH ANNUAL
HUGE USED BIKE SALE
Tues a Wed.9/26 - 9/27
LOCATION: OUTSIDE PATIO - BOOKSTORE(MEM.UNION BLDG.)
RALEIGH - CANNONDALE - GIANT

FROM $149.00
ACADIA BIKE - BAR HARBOR, ME.
288 - 9605

teach, such as creating a better
academic atmosphere, including
better school maintenance and
less violence in the school system. He wants to use the budget
surplus to help fund schools and
to "keep schools from falling
down on kids."
Thomas's second goal is to
improve the position of the university in regard to the other flagship universities in the United
States. In the 1998 referendum
UMaine got $25 million for
research and development from
the Maine state budget.
"People in Maine have a negative stigma towards UMaine that
it doesn't deserve," Thomas said.
In regard to the fingerprinting
law, which mandates that all
teachers must be fingerprinted,
Thomas said he feels that the law
needs reworking.
Having affordable health care
is a priority on his list. He wants
all citizens to have access to
affordable health care and pre-

from page 3
The results of a nonscientific
online poll by The Aztec during
the week of Sept. 10 to Sept. 16
showed overwhelming opposition
to changing the Aztec mascot.
Ninety-one percent of the 572
people who voted said they didn't
want the Aztec name, logo or
mascot removed from campus.
While the results of the resolution
were being tallied during the A.S.
meeting, psychology senior Javier
Barragan crumpled up a paper and
threw it toward the council.
"You're all a bunch of racists," he
shouted."I wanted no part of this."
"This is terrible," Barragan said.
"How can they do this to us? It's
reverse discrimination. [NASA]
feels it's their culture. It's not
NASA's culture. This is a chicano
thing. What they're doing is killing
the Aztec again,just like in 1519."
from page 1
scription drugs.
Currently, groups such as the
Eastern Agency of Aging, which
is a branch of the Legal Services
for the Elderly (which gives free
legal services to Maine residents
60 years or older), are fighting the
cost of health care.
Such groups are discovering it
is cheaper to buy medication in
Canada than it is in the United
States.
"For example, to buy medication for breast cancer [it costs]
$115 in the U.S., while in Canada
the same pills cost $12."
Thomas wants Maine to enjoy
the highest quality of water and air
and to live up to the reputation people have in regard to a clean Maine.
Thomas said he wants responsible
learning in our schools for the
preservation of our environment.
With the UMaine steam plant
using grade six oil, which is discovered to be highly polluting,
and Ft. James paper plant located
right on a river, Thomas said there
is the need to take steps to limit
this pollution.
Although he does not have an
opponent in this campaign, he still
keeps in touch with the voters and
makes himself accessible to the
residents of Orono. Thomas
pledges not to be what he calls a
"disappearing representative" but
active throughout his whole term.
"We're happy Thomas is running unopposed, but that doesn't
lessen our need for a strong showing," said Justin Kelleher, a campaign manager. "How much support we give him determines the
committees he is on [in the
Legislature]."

Ultimate Frisbee game to
benefit Manna kitchen
By Debra Hatch
Copy Editor
An ultimate Frisbee game will
be held at 1 p.m. Saturday, Sept.
30, on the Mall to benefit the
Manna Ministries Soup Kitchen.
To be able to play in the game you
must donate some sort of canned
or boxed good.
Michelle LeClair, Lauren
Ferrante and Nicole Pinkham came
up with the idea as a response to the
theft of more than $1,800 worth of

food from Manna's freezer more
than a week ago.
The theft, which left Manna
with only enough food to last for
the next several weeks, also
caused damage to the freezer
door and the compressor that kept
the food cold.
"We want everyone to help
out," LeClair said. "It's very easy
to give a can of food, and it's
extremely important to give
because there are a lot of people
who have a lot less than we do."
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Banned Books Compromise Free Speech
By Penny Morton
Editor in Chief
Imagine walking into a library
and not being able to check out
"The Catcher in the Rye," "The
Grapes of Wrath," "Of Mice and
Men" or "To Kill a Mockingbird."
Think back to middle school and
imagine missing out on work by
Judy Blume, Shel Silverstein, S.E.
Hinton and R.L. Stine.
Over the years, all of these
books and authors have been
challenged by parents, administrators or library patrons. The
crunch of censorship has been felt
as long as creative expression has

100 Most Challenged Books

Challenged

from 1990 - 1999

1. Harry Potter series, by
J.K. Rowling, for its focus
on wizardry and magic.
2. Alice series, by Phyllis
Reynolds Naylor, for using
offensive language and
being unsuited to age
group.

the strongest

drive in
human nature;
sex is a weak
seoond.7_
- Phil Kerby

books, but, according to Chris
Whittington, head reference
librarian at Folger Library, this
simply not true.
"Librarians support the freedom to read," she said. "Part of
the American Library Association
code of ethics is to oppose censorship in all its forms."
According to the American
Library Association, Banned
Books Week is intended as .1
reminder not to take our most
important freedom for granted.
The right to free expression only
functions as long as people
remain free to explore those
expressions.

Top Ten
Books of 1999

"Censorship is

existed and will only cease when
the last creative voice has been
stilled.
In order to fight against the
dangers of censorship, Banned
Books Week is celebrated across
the country every fall. This year
Banned Books Week runs from
Sept. 23 to 30 and is supported
by the American Library
the American
Association,
Booksellers Association, the
American Society of Journalists
and Authors and the National
Association of College Stores.
Many people believe that
librarians are mainly responsible
for the banning and removal of

3. "The Chocolate War," by
Robert Cormier (the "Most
Cnallenged" fiction book
of 1998), for using offensive language and being
unsuited to age group.
4. "Blubber," by Judy
Blume, for offensive language and unsuited to age
group.
5. "Fallen Angels," by
Walter Dean Myers, for
offensive language and
unsuited to age group.
6."Of Mice and Men," by
John Steinbeck,for using
offensive language and
being unsuited to age group.
7. "I Know Why the Caged
Bird Sings," by Maya
Angelou, for being too
explicit in the book's portrayal of rape and other
sexual abuse.
8. The Handmaid's Tale, by
Margaret Atwood, for its
sexual content.
9."The Color Purple," by
Alice Walker, for sexual content and offensive language.
lauSnow Falling on
Cedars:'by David Guterson,
for sexual content and
offensive language.

"If there is any fixed star in our consitutional constellation, it is that no official, high or petty, can prescribe
religion,
what shall be orthodox in politics, nationalism,
confess
or other matters of opinion or force citizens to
by word or act their faith therein."
- Supreme Court Justice Robert Jackson

1. Scary Stories (Series) by Alvin Schwartz
2. Daddy's Roommate by Michael Willhoite
3. I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings by Maya
Angelou
4. The Chocolate War by Robert Cormier
5, The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn by
Mark Twain
6. Of Mice and Men by John Steinbeck
7. Forever by Judy Blume
8. Bridge to Terabithia by Katherine Paterson
9. Heather Has Two Mommies by Leslea
Newman
10. The Catcher in the Rye by J.D. Salinger
11. The Giver by Lois Lowry
12. My Brother Sam is Dead by James
Lincoln Collier and Christopher Collier
13. It's Perfectly Normal by Robie Harris
14. Alice (Series) by Phyllis Reynolds Naylor
15. Goosebumps (Series) by R.L. Stine
16. A Day No Pigs Would Die by Robert
Newton Peck
17. The Color Purple by Alice Walker
18. Sex by Madonna
19. Earth's Children (Series) by Jean M. Auel
20. The Great Gilly Hopkins by Katherine
Paterson
21. In the Night Kitchen by Maurice Sendak
22. The Witches by Roald Dahl
23. A Wrinkle in Time by Madeleinel2Engle
24. The New Joy of Gay Sex by Charles
Silverstein
25. Go Ask Alice by Anonymous
26. The Goats by Brock Cole
27. The Stupids (Series) by Harry Allard
28. Anastasia Krupnik (Series) by Lois Lowry
29. Final Exit by Derek Humphry
30. Blubber by Judy Blume
31. Halloween ABC by Eve Merriam
32. Julie of the Wolves by Jean Craighead
George
33 Kaffir Boy by Mark Mathabane
34. The Bluest Eye by Toni Morrison
35. What's Happening to r,ny Body? Book for
Girls by Lynda Madaras
36. Fallen Angels by Walter Dean Myers
37. The Handmaid's Tale by Margaret Atwood
38. The Outsiders by S.E. Hinton
,39-....Thai,Bigman by Paul Zindel
40. To Kill a Mockingbird by Harper Lee
41. We All Fall Down by Robert C9.171*r.. '
42. Deenie by Judy Blume
43. Flowers for Algernon by Daniet
44. Annie on my Mind by Nancy aardee
45 Beloved by Toni Morrison
46. The.Ooy Who Lost His Face b Louis
Secnar
'41'...:Cri* Your Fingers, Spit in Your Hat,
ar tz
48 Harry Potter (Series) by J.K. ROO'
49. Cujo by Stephen King
50. Jame's and the Giant Peach bwRoalC1 .

The most frequently
challenged authors in
1999 were:
Judy Blume, Robert
Cormier, Stephen King,
Lois Lowry, Chris
Lynch, Walter Bean
Myers, Christopher
Pike, Phyllis Reynolds
Naylor, J. K. Howling
and Alvin Schwartz.

51. A Light in the Attic by Shel Silverstein
52. Ordinary People by Judith Guest
53. American Psycho by Bret Easton Ellis
54. Brave New World by Aldous Huxley
55. Sleeping Beauty Trilogy by A.N.
Roquelaure (Anne Rice)
56. Bumps in the Night by Harry Allard
57. Asking About Sex and Growing Up by
Joanna Cole
58. What's Happening to my Body? Book for
Boys by Lynda Madaras
59. The Anarchist Cookbook by William Powell
60. Are You There, God? It's Me, Margaret by
Judy Blume
61. Boys and Sex by Wardell Pomeroy
62. Crazy Lady by Jane Conly
63. Athletic Shorts by Chris Crutcher
64. Killing Mr. Griffin by Lois Duncan
65. Fade by Robert Cormier
66. Guess What? by Mem Fox
67. Slaughterhouse-Five by Kurt Vonnegut
68. Lord of the Flies by William Golding
69. Native Son by Richard Wright
70. Women on Top: How Real Life Has
Changed Women's Fantasies by Nancy Friday
71. Curses, Hexes and Spells by Daniel Cohen
72. On My Honor by Marion Dane Bauer
73. The House of Spirits by Isabel Allende
74. Jack by A.M. Homes
75. Arizona Kid by Ron Koertge
76. Family Secrets by Norma Klein
77. Mommy Laid An Egg by Babette Cole
78. Bless Me, Ultima by Rudolf() A. Anaya
79. Where Did I Come From? by Peter Mayle
80. The Face on the Milk Carton by Caroline
Cooney
81. Carrie by Stephen King
82. The Dead Zone by Stephen King
83. The Adventures of Tom Sawyer by Mark
Twain
84 Song of Solomon by Toni Morrison
85. Always Running by Luis Rodriguez
86. Private Parts by Howard Stern
87. Where's Waldo? by Martin Hanford

"If we ban these
iooks, a dark
faros stands to
be unleashed.
It's not the
oo9tat. It's
ignorance."

88. Summer of My German Soldier by Bette
Greene
89. Tiger Eyes by Judy Blume
90. Little Black Samba by Helen BallilefRian91. Pillars of the Earth by Ken Follett.
grtingitoose by Chris Crutcher
Se Eclucaticin by Jenny Davis
4, lever by Seven Gould
5:ji,441..jstine by Stephen King
iiiiDrowning of 'Stephen Jones by Bette
..,That Was Than, This is Now by
n
ill*O.Se)i by Wardell Pomeroy
Giiier by Bill Brittain
........)01,9Shirilto Freedom by James
and Christopher Collier'.

Inforaation courtesy of www.ala.org and www.booksatoe.00m

- John Monk
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EDITORIAL
Breast cancer awareness month
This year an estimated 182,800 cases of breast cancer will occur and out of the
estimated 40,800 who die, 200 will be from Maine.
October is National Breast Cancer Awareness month and it is indefinitely important
that women take advantage of the services and information offered to them.
The key to surviving breast cancer is prevention in the form of early dectection.
Women age 40 and older should have a screening mammogram every year. Between
the ages of 20 and 39, women should have a clinical breast examination by a health
professional every three years. According to the American Cancer society after the
age of 40, women should have a mammogram every year. Women who are 20 or older
should perform a breast self-examination every month and a mammogram every three

Letters to the Editor
• Radio free Orono

I am writing in response
to Annette Holder's letter
in
appeared
which
Wednesday's issue.
While 1 understand
years.
her concern about the
A mammogram, as intimidating as it sounds, is simply an x-ray of the breast.
lyrics of a song recently
The purpose is to detect any abnormalities in a woman who is not having any probplayed at WMEB 91.9, I
lems or symptoms.
think that her reaction
And although the University of Maine will hold no formal observance or events
was a little extreme. The
related to the month, the surrounding communities will make up for the lack of
First Amendment prointerest. The Maine Breast and Cervical Health Program, from the Department of
tects the artist and lyric
Human Services allows low income women to receive free mammograms. For more
"Christianity is stupid"
information call Rachel Lowe at 1-800-350-5180.
as much as it protects her
The American Cancer Society will also host Making Strides Against Cancer. The
right to be offended. I've
walk will fund programs such as: cancer research, early detection outreach and free
heard far worse things
mammograms to un-insured and under-insured women.
being presented on the
Participate in National Breast Cancer Awareness Month. Tell someone you love,
radio. That doesn't make
a mother, sister, girlfriend or daughter to help themselves to education and health
it right or wrong, but
during October.
music is a form of
expression and sometimes it makes us mad.
I sincerely disagree
unithe
from
smarting
is
Mahaney
Larry
benefactor
with
her assertation that
Maine
of
University
Long-time
Morse
of
portion
a
over
dome
inflatable
$500,000
a
responsible
build
person
to
the
offer
his
of
versity's rejection
$400,000.
remaining
the
raise
and
song on
the
$100,000
placing
donate
for
field. Mahaney offered to
from
turf
artificial
the
of
half
cover
repribe
would
dome
should
the air
The proposed multi-purpose
university's
the
by
usage
winter
for
the
area
off,
manded. First
November through April providing a heated
the
of
some
take
could
space
prouniversity does not
varsity and recreational sports teams. The additional
mote what is played on
burden off the often overcrowded field house.
not
afford
could
the campus radio station
President Peter Hoff rejected the proposal, saying the university
any more than it proto maintain the facility. Mahoney estimates maintenance costs at $28,500 a year but
motes what is published
university officials disagree, citing maintenance to be at least $50,000 yearly.
in this newspaper.
A heated, inflatable dome could be a valuable addition to the university's athletic
This campus, as much
facilities. Mahaney suggested that maintenance costs could he supplemented by addias some may want to centional fund-raising and revenue earned renting the space to community sport teams.
sor it and make it even
The university's rejection of this proposal seems hastily premature. An offer so
more politically correct
generous should be considered more extensively. If university officials feel the
than it already is, is full of
dome isn't useful enough to justify paying maintenance costs they should seek altera diverse and culturally
nate funding rather than rejecting the offer outright. If, on the other hand, the unirich group of students.
versity finds an inflatable dome completely unnecessary they should suggest anothChristianity is not the only
er way Mahoney could help improve athletic facilities.
financialy.
and
publicly
university,
the
of
supporter
view on the campus. What
enthusiastic
_Mahoney is an
adjoining
and
Muslims,
diamond
the
baseball
namesake
a
about
him
earned
His previous contributions
and
consideration
and
Jews,
respect
the
Hindus,
him
accord
Pagans,
to
continue
can
clubhouse. The university
the
about
What
Ba'hai?
offer.
this
he deserves by re-avaluating
people who are heterosexual, homosexual, crossEditorials are the opinions of and written by the editorial board, whose
gendered or transgenmembers are Stanley Dankoski, Kris Healey, John Contreraz, Kimberly
dered? Should we only
Leonard, Penny Morton, Scott Shelton, Kelly Michaud and Justin Bellows.
play feel good songs? But
what if they offend naturalists or feminists? What
about the songs which talk
about violence or sex?
Where do you draw the
line between not offending
THE UNIVERSITY OF MAINE STUDENT NEWSPAPER SINCE 1875
anyone and allowing a
diverse range of music to
be played?
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Looking a gift horse in the mouth

MieineCampus

• Let there be light

•Thank you, donors

Let there be light!
Ever tried playing tennis
in the dark? Well, that's
the only option UMaine
students have if they
want to play at night.
Safety should be reason enough to install
lights over the multiple
courts. The entire campus
is lit at night except that
area. Going through there
in the dark can be a frightening wal, even the abandoned football stadium is
lit all night long. It seems
a waste of money and
energy to keep the courts
in such good condition
but not allow students the
opportunity to use them
after dark.
Financing the lighting
is the setback. But other
universities, like the
University of Maine at
Presque Isle, have taken
advantage of a grant
available through the
Maine State Recreation
and Parks Board.
Mike Gallagher, of the
Outdoor
Maine
Recreation Bureau, said if
the university could show
need in the community as
well as on campus for the
lights, then a grant is
available to help pay for
half the cost. Another
option would be acquiring the lights through
the
from
donations
school's generous donors,
like Harold Alfond, who's
funded many of Maine's
athletic projects.
Talking to students on
campus,the consensus is that
the lights would be well used.
"They would be beneficial for all; more community members could
use them when they get
done work, too," said
Allison Piper, a third
year student.
Lighting the tennis
courts would allow students to make better use
of the courts, allow the
community to use them as
well and make the campus a safer place to be.

The American Red
Cross Blood Services
wishes to thank the many
blood donors and volunteers from the University
of Maine community
who contributed to the
overwhelming success of
the September 18 and 19
blood drive in the
Memorial Union.
A total number of 314
students, staff and faculty came to donate blood,
and 40 students served as
operational volunteers
during the two day drive.
It is always heartening
to see such an outpouring
of enthusiasm by members of the university
community. In order to
meet the needs of Maine
hospital patients, 300
people must donate blood
daily and with the recent
critical shortage, the
needs have increased dramatically. The generosity of all who were
involved will help us in
assuring an adequate
blood supply for all.
Due to the tremendous response to the
recent appeal for blood,
we know that the whole
donation process took
longer than the hour to
hour and a half that is
usual. To all those who
waited, we thank you for
your patience. Please
know that your contribution is greatly appreciated, and your willingness
to take time from your
busy day will mean hospital blood banks will
have the blood they need.
Special thanks are
extended to members of
Alpha Phi Omega, Circle
K and VOICE office volunteers who worked
many long hours to assure
the drive's success.

Amy Bowler
Orono

T 0 D

Angela Gordon Bilodeau
Bangor

Stop Smoking.
American Head

Association
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OPINION
No gold medal for street sign javelin
By Brad Prescott
Maine Campus Copy Editor
As the fourth week of the
semester closes, it looks as if
"Cops" will be on location in
Orono by December. That is,
if petty vandalism and theft
continue as they are. Already
friends of mine have had two
car stereos stolen and a
motorcycle pushed over.
Pretty lame. In the dirt parking lot near the steam plant,
some Olympic hopeful was
practicing his javelin throw
with a parking sign. I don't
think he won the support of
the U.S. to make it to Sydney,
and I'm sure the girl whose
window he smashed in the
process wasn't impressed.
I'm not either. Some of the
vandalism people commit is
just plain dumb. I know the
beer flows readily at the start
of the year, but that's no
excuse for students to be
destroying the property of
their classmates. I'm sure
most of you realize that they
don't give away a college education and when people do
have extra cash they aren't too
excited to spend it replacing
their possessions.
I know that people do stu-

pid things when they're drunk.
There isn't anything that can
stop that except to drink less.
I know that's going to happen
the day I can buy a Pepsi in the
Union. So what can you do to
put an end to these problems,
you ask?
The answer is simple, but
one that some will find hard to
grasp: don't be an idiot. Even
if you've killed a 12-pack of
Natty Light and are feeling a
little mischievous, try to think
about the person on the other
side of the broken car windshield that marks your track
and field debut. They probably
won't be as impressed with
your athletic feats.
Instead of bringing an innocent second party into your
weekend high-jinks, try to find
some other way to get the violence out of your system. Take
turns with your drinking buddies punching each other in the
stomach or breaking beer bottles over each others heads
(honestly, these ideas won't
seem stupider than anything
else at the time). If you want
to destroy stuff, break your
own things.
Of course, there are means
of entertainment that don't lead
to mass destruction and violence, like basket weaving or
watching "TRL". Or maybe

not; I can see how both of
those might instill fits of rage.
That's why I propose the only
logical solution to the crime
problem on this campus: form
a vigilante neighborhood
watch program and take the
law into our own hands.
If we disgruntled members
of this community unite, we
can reclaim our once vulnerable cars and bikes. No dark
parking lot will be left unmonitored; no bicycle rack
Together our
unmanned.
unholy army of the night can
make the university a place to
once again feel comfortable
about the safety of our valuables. There would be no need
to worry when walking across
campus alone as our watchful
eyes would uphold justice.
Just an idea. Our presence
would most likely become ever
more intrusive until we controlled the campus under martial law, and the plot would
thicken into a stereotypical
1984 military state situation.
And we all know how those can
be. Back we go then to the primary objective of anti-idiocy.
Its one that can go a long way.
Brad Prescott is a third
year economics major and
Copy Editor for the Maine
Campus.

Thanks Milwaukee, you're the best
By Adam Boynton
Special for the Campus
It's about time. It's time to
say thanks to that special friend
that has always been there
when you need him. Time to
remember what is oh-so-often
forgotten and taken for granted.
Time to celebrate what we've
been celebrating with for years.
Of course, there is only one
thing that I can be referring to:
Milwaukee's Best.
I know what you're thinking. There are only two things
worse in the world than the
Beast: Beast Lite and Beast
Ice. I am here to tell you that
it's just not true. First and
foremost, there are a lot of
brews that taste a lot worse
than Milwaukee's Best—
Shaefer, Sleeman, Busch and
Pabst Blue Ribbon—to make
a short list. Served ice cold,
Beast can fool your taste buds
enough to get the job done
and done well.
What Beast looses in the
flavor department it makes up
in other ways. For most people, sheer economics is the
deciding factor in choosing

Milwaukee's Best. Though I
try not to think of it as the
only reason for purchase, the
savings is undeniable. It's virtually impossible to find a 12pack for more than $5. Not
bad at all. As with most products, the unit cost goes down
when Beast is bought in bulk.
Bell's IGA in Orono recently
sold 30s for $9.99. Even after
including the deposit and tax,
your cost per can is a whopping 40 cents.
Variations of Beast, the
infamous Milwaukee's Best
Lite and Best Ice, share the
same cost as their red-canned
forefather, but have special
skills unique to them. Beast
Lite is probably one of the
most common keg beers,
especially when the first (or
fourth and fifth) kegs have
run out. After killing the first
keg of Bud Light or something similar, many hosts turn
to the availability and cost
effectiveness of Beast Lite.
Most of the time thirsty
partiers don't mind and sometimes no one is the wiser.
Most likely if you've been to
more than two or three keggers, you've had Beast Lite

whether you knew it or not.
The advantage of Beast Ice
comes with what my friends
and I call the "Bonus Beer
Theory." Many people look
over the extra .9 percent of
liquid Superman in Beast Ice,
but not I. After five, that little
extra adds up to 4.5 percent.
To make a long story short,
five becomes six, 10 becomes
12, and soon. If you're on the
go, it could be a little less bulk
to carry. If not, you get a little
more magic for the same
price. To me, that's a bonus.
I'm not going to argue
with anyone who says there
are better things to drink. It's
not that good after all. I don't
know anyone who makes it
his beverage of choice. I just
think that it's time for someone to come to the defense of
something that has gotten
such an undeserved bad rap.
Even more so, it's time to
say thanks. The next time
when you find that loose
change in the couch, you'll be
saying thanks, too.

Adam Boynton is a third
year journalism major.

NSA doesn't get
the Maine Hello
By Amanda Hebert
Special for the Campus
The Maine Hello got a new
attitude this year. Rude was the
attitude taken towards some
resident directors, resident
assistants and new student
assistants by some University
of Maine officials.
I realize that being a NSA is
a largely thankless job. I
remember being too frightened
to talk to the upperclassmen
helping me, and my parents
were far too distracted to notice
what was going on around us
the day I came here. The RDs
and RAs are busy with their
own work.
What I can not understand,
however, nor can I condone, is
some members of the administration, who spend the day first
year students arrive, touring residence halls, and reprimanding
students they asked to volunteer.
In Aroostook Hall, where I
was stationed, President Peter
Hoff himself took the opportunity to carry a pillow or box up
the stairs, smile at new tuition
dollars, and tell the NSAs we
were not working hard enough.
Let me explain what NSAs
do. Think back to moving onto
campus for the first time.
Remember students with smiling faces hauling your stuff up
to your room? Those were
NSAs, students who volunteer
the last four days of vacation to
wake up at 7:30 a.m. to move
things, and make the transition
from home to school easier for
the record number of new students. Maybe the administration
should treat volunteers the way
they treat prospective students.
This fall was my second as
an NSA. I arrived on campus
Friday and quickly set up my
room before the first meeting of
the afternoon. Saturday, NSAs
met bright and early for "training." Training boils down to:
smile a lot, tell everyone how
wonderful UMaine is and carry
heavy stuff for the disproportionate number of first year students living on the fourth floor
of the dorms. No one mentions
how tiring it all is, or how hungry you get. The commons are
not open at 7:30 a.m. on
Sunday even when the majority
of students have to work at that

early hour. Speaking from
experience, it helps to have
food in your stomach before
attempting to move 80 people
into their new homes.
I didn't mind working all
morning moving freshmen into
Aroostook Hall. It was part of
my job and I knew it- but I also
didn't mind using a lull as a
During this brief
break.
He
respite, Hoff arrived.
quickly shot an angry look
towards our tired and hungry
group then reinforced the look
with words, telling us to stop
standing around and get back
to work.
I was offended, partly
because there were no students
to help at the time, but mostly
because I believe in working
hard until the job is done. Had
he arrived at almost any other
time during the day, he would
have witnessed all of the hard
work the rest of the NSAs and
I did, lugging everything from
stuffed animals to refrigerators
into the halls.
Students from around South
Campus, as well as Hilltop
have told me similar stories of
how they were treated, as volunteers, by the professional
staff and administration of the
university. This is not to say
some officials were not polite
and helpful, some were. One
staff member, whose name I
regret to say I have since forgotten, thanked us and spent
most of the afternoon helping
in Aroostook Hall. To him, and
other administrators, I say
thank you.
I don't get a chance to volunteer as much as I would like
to during school, so being a
NSA seemed to be a good way
to give back. My first year, it
was a wonderful experience,
but the new attitude of the
Maine Hello I experienced this
year, as represented to me by
Hoff, leaves me frustrated, and
wondering if there is some better way I could spend my last
few days of freedom.

Amanda lieheri.is a thirdyear journalism major.

The Maine Campus is currently looking for a
Production Manager
The Campus needs a creative, motivated student to maintain responsiblity for
the design and production of the newspaper. The position requires knowledge
of Photoshop and, ideally, QuarkXPress or PageMaker. If you're interested,
please call Penny Morton at 581-1271 or contact her on FirstClass.
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Crossword
ACROSS
The Bee Gees
brothers
6 Subside
9 Big hit, in
Variety slang
14 Journalist
Rogers St.
Johns
15 Inlet
16 Zhou —
17 Classic film duo
20 Andean animals
21 Entrance
22 Villa d'
23 Old card game
26 Film -27 Sirs'
counterparts
32 "Catcher in the
Rye" author

37 "My Three

Sons" son
38 Classic film duo
40 The "A" in RAM
41 Vanquished
42 Nearby things
43 Go over 212°
44 Bird on a U.S.
coin
45 Weaving
machine
49 Actor Emilio
sa Old-time
actress Ina
56 Classic film duo
59 Stradivari's
mentor
60 Help
61 Itsy-bitsy
62 Without face
value, as stock
63 Numbered hwy

4.01) I F
&ow(' TO

No. 1006

Edited by Will Shortz

64 Swashbuckling

Flynn
DOWN
I Bit of Gothic
architecture
2 False gods
3 Fathered,
biblical-style
4 Hold
responsible
5 F.D.R.'s mother
6 Cenozoic, e.g.
7 Coal container
8 Nag, nag, nag
9 Vanquished
10 A single time
11 Imperfection
12 F.D.R.'s pooch
13 Unctuous
18 Former
Presidential
aspirant Paul
19 Tollbooth part
24 Popular brand
of faucet
25 Spaniel, for one
27 Look dejected
28 With 49-Down,
former Israeli
statesman
29 Border
30Bog
31 Fedex, e.g.
32 Suffix with

thermo33 Part of the foot
34 Shoestring
35 Boardwalk
coolers
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Puzzle by Barbara Campaelll

36 Where bulls and 49 See 28-Down

53 To see, in

Marseille
55 Overdue
57 Small point to
criticize
58 J.F.K.'s
predecessor

bears run: Abbr. SO Japanese
wrestling
39 Greeting to
si Golf hazard
Hitler
52 Jazz
43 Charity event
singer -44 Poet's period
James
after dusk
45 Cake part
46 Long-spouted
Answers to any three clues in this puzzle
can
are available by touch-tone phone:
1-900-420-5656(750 per minute).
47 University of
Maine town
Annual subscriptions are available for the
48 Streep of "Out best of Sunday crosswords from the last
50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS.
of Africa"
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UMaine Hockey
Blue/White Game
Friday,September 29
7:00pm in the Alfond Arena

**STUDENT CONTEST**
We are looking for the loudest, craziest, and most
spirited student groups on campus to fill the Alfond
Arena for the Blue/White Game!
judged
'Throughout the game all student groups will be
game
e
th
of
f
hal
nd
co
se
the
ng
ri
Du
.
sm
ia
us
th
ir
en
the
on
za party
- one-winning group will be chosen to have a piz
with the team following one oftheir practices!
From the winning group 2 members will be selected to
sit on the bench during the Black Bear Hockey Classic
games on October 20 & 21!
Remember,we are looking for the loudest, craziest, and
most spirited group on campus!
the game with their Maine Card!
Allfiill time students are admittedfree to
motions office at
For more information on the contest contact the pro
581-4849.
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arts
Joe BoVs W1(4 Wort4 of Wire Art
Southern Beau Welds In Woods
By Kimberly Leonard
Style Editor

Georgia on a whim. He said he
was asked if he would like to go to
Maine to work on a job for a short
time. "All I knew was it was big
steel ... [I] came over here blind."
Collins left on a Thursday
morning in Febuary of 1999 and
reached Maine on Sunday morning. He put the first bolt into the
Maine Independent Station, a gas
turbine power station in Veazie.
The job took longer than expected and Collins ended up staying.
In a brown hard-hat covered
Collins learned to work with
with stickers "that you really his medium, copper wire, while
can't miss," Joe Bob Collins runs working on a job site. "Some
equipment and does steel and days you would be busy and some
welding work on the New days you would sit there all day
Memorial Union construction.
long," he said. Collins said
Collins, who is from Irwinton, between naps one day he picked
Georgia speaks in a thick south- up some wire and started to play
ern drawl and works wonders with it.
with his hands. His custom wire
He didn't know exactly what it
artwork can be seen hanging at was he was making the first time
the information booth in the but since has taught himself how
Memorial Union.
to make signs with everything
Collins made it to Maine from from names to hearts, and once

which is copper with a colored coating.
even wrenches.
Collins can now make a sign in copper Collins also takes custom requests for
wire with one name in about 20 minutes.
See JOE BOB on page 12
The signs can be made in copper or silver,

••••

signs.
Collins, of Irwir Jon, GA, is a steel worker on the new Memorial Union construction. Collins uses copper wire to hand craft custom made
CANNIFF.
His craftwork can be seen at the information booth in the Memorial Union. CAMPUS PHOTOS By JASON

Alicia Silverstone kills 'Love's Labours Lost'
three of his buddies (Kenneth
Branagh, Adrian Lester and
Matthew Lillard) agree to swear
Life is full of hard decisions. off women for three years while
For example, is it better to say, they devote themselves to study"Alicia Silverstone could not con- ing. Of course, along comes the
vey the concept of falling if you princess with her women
pushed her off a cliff," or "allowing (Natascha McElhone, Emily
Alicia Silverstone to act in a film Mortimer and Carmen Ejogo)
should be punishable by smearing and the boys are immediately gathe director's body with Al sauce ga, but also hamstrung because of
and locking him in a room with two their very public oath.
So the usual Shakespearean
wolverines and a starving pit bull"?
After "Clueless," Silverstone's blend of mixed messages and
one-trick pony should have been romantic high-jinks ensue, coutaken out back and shot. But it was- pled with the subplot in which the
n't, so now we have her playing the king's fool, Costard (Nathan
princess of France in an updated Lane), runs interference between
version of Shakespeare's obscure both the king's men and the ladies.
Silverstone has no idea what
comedy "Love's Labours Lost."
saying. This may be because
of
King
she's
the
that
The idea is
are not the Renaissance
and
"fardels"
Nivola)
(Alessandro
Navarre
By Kate Perry
For the Maine Campus

equivalent of "Baldwins," but
whatever the reason, she spends
most of the movie squealing her
lines like an 'N Sync fan who
found a pair of Justin's underpants.
It does not help matters that
she only uses half of her mouth to
do this. It's like she either shot it
up with a thousand cc's of
Novocain or burst a blood vessel
in her brain trying to comprehend
the meaning of "bodkin."
Fortunately "Love's" is an
ensemble piece, so the filmmakers
weren't relying on Silverstone's
stellar performance to carry it.
Unfortunately, the bulk of the
rest of the cast is pretty much at her
level. Put it this way: at one point,
Lillard lies back on a table and
thrusts his hips in the air while
singing about how much he loves

to conveying the storyline.
his lady.
Director, producer and star
The casting wasn't the only
experimental aspect of the film. Kenneth Branagh is the only reliOld tunes from the '30s and '40s ably enjoyable part of the film.
are sprinkled throughout the scenes, He's smart and funny, can carry a
tune, and doesn't Charleston too
complete with dance numbers.
bad for a middle-aged British guy.
crea
and
idea
An interesting
But it's difficult to tell if his pernot
but
ative gamble, to be sure,
would seem,so refreshing
formance
one that pays off consistently.
flanked by people who
weren't
he
if
For every song-and-dance numhere are playing ludibut
act,
can
ber that works, there's one that, at
caricatures, like Spall,
silly
crously
best, raises a few eyebrow.
for a fact couldn't
who
people
and
Old-style newsreels pop up
of an empty, welltheir
out
act
way
intermittently, as well, to let the
room
a
lit
with map.
audience know what has happened
Sometimes experiments work,
since the last newsreel. Note to
directors: if you need news bulletins sometimes they don't. It's good
to let your audience know what's to see someone taking a risk and
happening in your film, commonly presenting Shakespeare in an
known as "the plot," perhaps you original form, even if the finished
ought to dedicate a little less time to product doesn't quite achieve all
being artistic and a little more time the goals it set for itself.
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• Percussionist teaches in Argentina
0
0
0
By Hannah Jackson
For the Maine Campus

0
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Universities worldwide have
accomplished professors on their
faculties. Some of those professors
have taught and studied abroad,
others have been to international
conferences pertaining to their professional fields. The University of
Maine is no exception.
Dr. Stuart Marrs, a professor
of music who specializes in percussion is one such teacher.
Marrs, who has been teaching in
the UMaine music department
for 15 years, has recently traveled
to Patagonia, Argentina to direct
at the first ever International
Percussion Seminar, sponsored
by the Fundacion Cultural
Patagonia at the National
Institute of the Arts.
For five days, Marrs taught
students in the areas of solo and

orchestral timpani repertoire, the
master classes and workshops
leading to a final percussion
ensemble concert. Dr. Norberto
Rajnieri, president of the
Fundaci6n Cultural Patagonia
invited Marrs. Why was he invit-

ed?
"Reputation. I've been in the
business a long time," said Marrs.
That's true. Marrs taught, studied
and performed as a timpanist in
Symphony
National
the
for II
Rica
Orchestra in Costa
years of his life.
With many professional connections through the international
Percussion Art Society, Marrs is
well known throughout the world.
He is founder and president of the
Maine chapter of the Percussive
Arts Society, and is bilingual,
speaking both English and Spanish.
"Being bilingual is very
important for me. It opens up
worlds of understanding not

available to most people and you
see things from different angles,"
Marrs said. Marrs also said that
being bilingual enables him to
give students a taste of multiculturalism.
"Oftentimes when I am conducting, something will remind
me of an experience I had in
another country, and I relay that
to the students. They can benefit
from this," he said.
Marrs says that the seminar in
Patagonia was professionally a
dream situation for him, as the
students knew all the notes before
he got there, so he was able to
work with them in great detail.
Marrs emphasized the importance of percussion in Latin
music today.
"Latin percussion is so important. With its popularity in salsa
music and more, to understand
where it really came from is
important," he said, adding that

0
•
0
•
0
•
0
•

•
0
•
0
•
0
•
0
•

STUART MARRS PHOTO COURTESY
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE.
Latin percussion adds dimension
to pieces.
Why does Marrs want to stay
in Maine, with all that he has
done?
"If someone were to call me
tomorrow and ask me to move to
New York City and teach at
Julliard, I would turn it down," he
said.
Marrs grew up in rural New
Jersey, which reminds him of
Orono. He said it makes him feel
welcome here.
"I feel very lucky to be teaching here. I've stayed here by
choice and there's no place I'd
rather be," he said.
When asked what makes the
University of Maine a special
place, Marrs said that though the
music department is mediumsized, this is the only school in
Maine that offers a Master's
degree in music.
"The University of Maine fulfills a different function than
other schools, it provides the state
of Maine with its music educators," he said.
To learn more about Marrs'
travels and experiences, go to
www.ume.maine.edut--percdept/.

RSITY OF MAINE.
onia, Argentina. PHOTO COURTESY UNIVE
Stuart Marrs teaching a class in Patag
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'breast Cancer
Awareness
Month begins

MAINE, CENTER FOR 'HIV

By Gina Valenzuela
For the Maine Campus

October is designated National
Breast Cancer Awareness Month
The American
(NBCAM).
Cancer Society is working with
organizations throughout the state
of
of Maine to promote awareness
their
to
ding
Accor
this disease.
statistics, more than 182, 800 new
cases of breast cancer are expected to occur in the United States
in
this year, 900 of those cases
Maine.
The Board of Sponsors of
easNBCAM N'dedleated to "incr
tance
impor
ing awareness of the
focus
of early detection." They
to
ign
campa
their nationwide
ity,
ethnic
women of all ages and
fedthe general public, state and
procare
eral government, health
yees.
fessionals and emplo
National
October 20 is
cing
enfor
Mammography Day,
page 12
See CANCER MONTH on
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de Bergerac is a swashbuckling romantic
Set in 17th century France, Cyrano
y, poignant and often heart wrenching
adventure that tells a beautifully funn
of this tale include Gerard Depardieu in
love story. Notable film productions
ican version, Roxanne. in 1987.
1990 and Steve Martin's modern Amer

S5 RUSH TICKETS ON SALE

TODAY!

neCard) and get your tickets at the Box Office
*Bring your current student ID (Mai
gh Friday 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
today! Box Office hours are Monday throu

The University of Maine
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Joe Bob

Singing up a storm

shapes, names and designs.
But wire art isn't the only thing
Collins designs and makes. He
also makes cup holders out of
steel. They are of a spiral design
to hold the cup and mounted on a
short pole. Just tall enough to put
into the ground next to your
favorite outside chair, or at the
beach, said Collins.
Collins makes the cup holders
in a variety of colors and two
sizes, one for a can and another
for a can cozy.
Collins said he is available to
take orders for signs from students
while he is working on the Union.
The Athena Consort conducted by Francis Voigt. Look for the story in Monday's Maine Campus.
AMPUS PHOTO BY SCOTT SHELTON.

from page 10
He charges $10 for a name sign,
$15 for a name or phrase in a
heart and $8 for a cup holder.
Collins said making the signs
is fun and gets him plenty of
perks. On weekends Collins and
friends go to local businesses and
make signs for waitresses and
managers. His works can be seen
at Barnaby's, Brewsters, City
Slickers and the Brookside Grill
just to name a few.
However, Collins doesn't only
create original art in his spare
time, he is also an avid biker. He
owns three motorcycles, but only
has one in the state.

--••••••••

Random Facts
By David Hall
For the Maine Campus

write a letter
to the editor.

The Maine Campus

•If you hate the fact that getting a pizza from Pizza Dome
takes so Jong to arrive at your
dorm, relax. In an average week,
Pizza Dome sends between 13001500 deliveries to campus.
•Last year 521 automobiles
were towed off campus for being
parked illegally. That averages
out to more than one car a day.

•In order to keep up with the
demand for malt liquor, Burby
and Bates purchases about 300
forties a week. Someone call Kid
Rock.
•Fees, fees, fees. Can you pay
my semester fees? Undergrad students pay $345 per semester (not
included are course fees). After
eight semesters at the University
of Maine, a student ends up paying over $2,760 extra. Ouch!

Cancer Month
from page 11

FAIIIMPIC TRIDAY,
Iffeffillingt 29
AT 2:15 IN Till
NOM 11.01WPI
ROOM ON 11111
SICOND FLOOR
Of Till UNION.
The Student Entertainment Committee
is responsible, as the name suggests, for
providing entertainment on campus.
Members are involved in all aspects of
bringing acts like Live, Guster, Rustic Overtones,
Rahzel and Blues Traveler to
UMaine. Help is always needed fcr
advertising (inducing web page design
and maintenance), hospitality, stage set-up and
breakdown, security, box office and more.
If you would like to )oin, but can't
make it to Friday s meeting,
please call the Student Entertainment
office at 5814701.

NBCAM's fight to remind
women how important annual
screenings are to their health.
Breast cancer is the most common cancer found in women
aside from skin cancer. It is the
second leading cause of cancer
death after lung cancer. An estimated 40,800 will die this year
alone, 200 of those deaths in
Maine.
NBCAM warns that breast
cancer risk increases with age.
Approximately 82 percent of the
cases occur in women 50 years
old and older. It is uncommon,
but not unheard of in women
thirty-five years and younger.
To aid in prevention, NBCAM
recommends lowering daily fat
intake, increasing fiber and intake
of fresh fruits and vegetables,
limiting alcohol, staying active
and not smoking.
The American Cancer Society,
along with organizations in
Maine, has created breast health
activities throughout the state for
the entire month of October.
The first of the month starts
off. with the American Cancer
Society's Making Strides Against
Breast Cancer in Brunswick,
Cape Elizabeth, Damariscotta,
and
Ellsworth
Guilford/Sangerville. The same
event will take place on October
15 in Calais and Saco. For more
information call 1-800-464-3102.
Numerous free mammogram
screenings are available throughout the month as well as health
fairs and survivor recognition.
Contact local health care
facilities for more information.
Check out the National Breast
Cancer Awareness Month Web
site, www.nbcam.org and the
American Cancer Society Web
site www.cancer.org for more
details on breast cancer.

Collins came to Maine from Georgia 15 months ago to work on
construction in Veazie. CAMPUS PHOTO BY JASON CANNIFF.

CLimBeR
Like the crutch of the yellow and dotted lines,
he steers you down this dead-end road.
Lady, your locksmith is not in right now
-please leave a message after your sleep.
You think his burden can cure,
that somehow his could cancel yours,
that somehow two could make one.
But Two have already given birth inside.
This lie, it's the fruit of the blues, baby
-yet you cling to it like Gatorade.
Can one quench a thirst that does not exist?
I think not - in fact, I know not, for I have tried.
And you have seen me try,
seen me try and fail,
seen me fail and finally learn.
Yet you, my elder in one of two ways,
still seek your death like a child seeks Christmas morn,
like gravity seeks landing ground.
You seek your death through his heavy hand,
through his dirty tongue,
numb to the strychnine his dirt feeds your soul.
My father will kill you - you know this —
yet you pick him from every tree.
Because you miss the taste?
No, because you need the taste to cleanse your mouth.
I will not eat this poison apple anymore
-in here, death no longer digests.
But to let you eat it without fear,
without words and thoughts of light-blocking might,
to let you kill yourself without ever screaming no?
This is a plateau I have not yet reached.

CArRiE JoHnStOn
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This week's top sports news and views
the Cowboy bench.
I really don't like the
Cowpokes either, but this went
So much going on so little way over the line. Adding insult to
injury, he did it again later on.
space.
Woofing, huffing, doping and After being suspended by his own
moping...sometimes I wonder team for these actions, Owens was
what's happened to sports. Just nonplussed, saying "it was a form
when I'm reaching my threshold of prayer" and that "I'd do it again
of tolerance, someone comes if I had the chance." Give me a
break, he's not even that good.
along and restores my faith.
Red Sox centerfielder Carl
All week Keshawn Johnson
hampered by a strained
teammate
Everett,
former
about
woofed
muscle, chose to
him
quadriceps
called
He
Chrebet.
Wayne
late during
clubhouse
the
to
said
his
report
and
the "team mascot,"
with
Cleveland.
series
vital
a
Johnson
were
overrated.
skills
also huffed about his former When he discovered that he wascoach, Al Groh, allowing him to n't in the starting lineup, the
leave New York for Tampa Bay. poster boy for anger management
Groh and Chrebet chose to remain unleashed a verbal tirade at his
silent as the game between the manager, Jimy Williams and
physically confronted his replacetwo teams approached.
On Sunday, Johnson caught ment, Darren Lewis.
Lewis, a veteran with a clue,
one innocuous shuttle pass for
one total yard all afternoon. The apparently had indicated to
Jets overcame a 12-point deficit Everett what professional players
in the game's final three minutes do in such situations (i.e., report
to beat Tampa, 21-19. The rally to work on time). Given an
was capped by Chrebet's game opportunity to send a message to
winning touchdown catch. Faced his organization, Boston General
with the opportunity for some Manager Dan Duquette chose to
payback, Chrebet played it low back Everett. This undermining
key. The lesson for Johnson is of his manager's authority,
obvious; don't let your mouth whether unwitting or not, has set a
deadly prescedent within the
write checks you can't cash.
Terrell Owens took another organization. The Curse of the
route. After scoring a touchdown Babe continues.
C.J. Hunter, a U.S. shot putter
for San Francisco in Dallas, Owens
wasn't satisfied with the usual cel- and wife of track superstar
ebration. He ran to midfield, the Marion Jones, pulled out of the
location of the Dallas team logo, Sydney Games just before they
and spiked the ball while staring at began. This week we found out
By Jim Leonard
Football Reporter

why. He had failed four drug
tests. He claimed his innocence
and said that he would defend
himself vigorously, which he'll
need to do considering the sheer
number of tests he failed.
In the interim, he has chosen to
be present at all of his wife's
events, a decision I support. NBC
has chosen to make him the subject of every other obligatory
crowd shot during these events, a
decision that's unfair. Marion
Jones has been tested and is clean,
the crowd shots seem to infer to
the viewer a connection other than
the blessed union of the souls.
Andrea Ruducan, a 16-yearold gymnast from Romania, won
the gold in the overall program.
She was stripped of the medal
when she tested positive for a
banned substance. It was discovered that the substance was part of
an over-the-counter cold medication she had been given by her
team physician.
Essentially, a child is punished
for her trust in those who are
responsible for her well being.
Olympic
the
on
Shame
Committee and the physician.
As I neared the breaking point,
Rulon Gardner talked me off the
Gardner is a U.S.
ledge.
Superheavyweight Greco Roman
wrestler. This is one of the
Olympics older sports. Gardner's
weight class had been dominated
by a Russian named Alexander
Karelin, also known as Alexander
the Great.

How dominant has Karelin Samarach in the stands to award
been? He hasn't lost a match the gold to Karelin, Gardner
since 1988 and hasn't had a single crashed the party and beat the
point scored against him since Russian, 1-0.
1990. His two chief rivals in the
The victory serves two signifweight class quit wrestling on the icant purposes. First, it is a
mat during these Games because source of national pride. It also
of the beating they were taking.
gives us a frame of reference for
Gardner has never finished that team that finally beats our
higher than fifth place in any NBA players, whenever that
competition. On Wednesday, should occur. The underdog
Gardner did the improbable. With overcoming the odds is still the
Olympic overlord Juan Antonio best story in sports.

Weekend Schedule
Friday
7 p.m.

Men's Hockey Blue/White game
Saturday

7 pin.

Football vs. William & Mary
On the road ...
Friday
Field Hockey at Albany
Volleyball at Columbia
Saturday

Women's Soccer at Boston University
Men's Soccer at New Hampshire
Volleyball at SUNY-Binghamton
Sunday
Field Hockey at Vermont
Golf at Toski Invitational

Classifieds

Scholarships for Study Abroad
Travel

Help Wanted

Let Them Pay

for you
to Study Abroad!
ps worth approximately
British Marshal Scholarships: Prestigious scholarshi
education in Great
$25,000 per year for up to two years to pursue further
Bachelor's degree). 3.7 CPA
Britain (usually a Master's degree or an Honors
or higher required. Deadline: October 2
Two $1,000 scholarships
Office of International Programs Scholarships:
exchanges during the
available to students participating in UMaine direct
Spring 2001. Deadline: October 15
Up to $8,000 for study abroad in
National Security Education Program:
abroad and considered critical to U.S.
countries underrepresented in study
national security. Deadline: December 15
tuition, fees, room, board, and
George J. Mitchel Peace Scholarship: Full
at University College Cork in Ireland
travel expenses for one semester of study
February 15
during the 2001-02 academic year. Deadline:
scholarlships visit:
For more information on these and other
Office of International Programs
Winslow Hall, Room 100
Mon-Fri 8:00 to 4:30 Tel: 581-1509
www.ume.maine.edu/—international/

University of Maine - International Programs

Want to earn extra money?
Looking for PT or FT work?
B97 is the #1 contemporary
hit radio station in the area.
We're looking for friendly,
energetic salespeople. We
will train you! Interested?
Call Chris at 947-9100. B97
is an EOE

Spring Break 2001-Hiring
Reps-2 Free Trips! Free
meals by 11/3 800-426-7710
Sunplashtours.com

Miscellaneous
Fraternities*Sororities*Clubs
Earn
Groups*
Student
S1000-2000 this quartervialli
IheeasyCampusfundraiser.com
three hour fundraising event.
required.
sales
No
filling
are
dates
Fundraising
quickly, so call today!
Contact Campusfundraiser.
corn at (888) 923-3238, or
visit www.camoustundrais-

Margaritas RestaurantWanted "cool" dishwashers to start immediately.
Please contact us at 8664863 and ask for Bill,
Shane, or Asa. Come join
the gang!! All the free
rice and beans you can
er.com
a

FOR
SERVICES
Spring Break 2001-Hiring LEGAL
Reps-2 Free Trips! Free UNDERGRADUATES-Free
meals by 11/3 800-426- consultation. Service of
7710 Sunsplashtours.com Student Government. M-WTH; 3rd Floor Memorial
Union. 581-1789.
Classes
Skulls, I've been a bad bone.
TAEKWONDO- Forgive me? -Blows Hard
PHOENIX
Train with the best. Olympic
sparring, WTF forms, presAdvertise in
sure point defenses. M+W
nights,6-8:00, 22 N. Main St, the Classifieds
OT 827-5821.

581-1273

,
or
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Schools can't give supplements to athletes
charge.
"These new regulations take
control away from strength
FORT WORTH, Texas (U- coaches and nutritionists," said
WIRE) — During football sea- Ben Pollard, TCU's strength and
son, TCU tight end B. J. Roberts, conditioning coach.
It's difficult for student athletes
a junior finance major, spends
about $30 per month on nutrition- to maintain proper and sufficient
nutrition from their diets, Pollard
al supplements.
bigger,
be
to
is
said.
goal
"When the
Continuous strenuous exerstronger and faster, these supplements are how you get the edge," cise can deplete the body of
essential vitamins and minerals,
Roberts said.
Recent NCAA regulations so some carbohydrate, protein,
prohibiting institutions from pro- and electrolyte supplementation
viding weight-gaining and mus- is recommended for the body to
supple- recover and resynthesize muscle
cle/strength-building
ments to student athletes may from one extensive workout to
prompt athletes to seek nutrition- the next, he said.
Chris Ranelle, a registered dieal guidance from sources outside
titian and professor of dietetics,
the university.
According to the NCAA, it said the nutritional supplement
is permissible for institutions industry is not regulated by the
to provide vitamins and miner- Food and Drug Administration,
als, energy bars, calorie and so supplement purity can't be
electrolyte replacement drinks. guaranteed.
"As a dietitian, I don't recomStudent athletes may purchase
other supplements such as cre- mend the use of ergogenic aids,
atine and protein powders or supplements designed to
from the university, but they enhance physical performance,"
cannot be provided free of Ranelle said.
By Elise Rambaud
Daily Skiff

TOPSHAM, Maine-The Army has announced a
new program that offers $150 a month to college students while they are attending school.
In a small test area that includes Maine,
New Hampshire, eastern Massachusetts and
Rhode Island, students have an opportunity to
attend college for two years while receiving an
allowance of $150 a month under a new Army
test program called College First. This test
program began February 3 and runs through
September 2003.
Students will receive $150 a month while
attending any college they want for 24 months,
provided it is an accredited college or vocational-technical school. They can pursue any
courses or degrees they choose. If they choose
to relate the course to the skill they have chosen for enlistment, it could lessen their training
time once they access to active duty.
All applicants will be required to serve at
least two years on active duty at the completion
of the 24 months. The actual length of active
duty commitment will vary depending on the
military occupational skill and incentive package they select.
Students first sign up for the program
and start receiving $150 a month while enrolled
in school. Then when they negotiate a job (out
of a job pool of 250) they are still eligible for full
bonuses up to $20,000 and incentives like
$50,000 for college to continue their education
or $65,000 for loan repayment if they are finished.
Call your nearest Army recruiting station
for more information. Remember, only the
Army offers this new test program and only in
certain areas of the country.

from page 16

quicker and easier if that person
just ate an apple," he said.
Thatcher said the same
amount of protein found in a $3
to $5 protein shake can be
obtained from a couple of egg
whites.
Student athletics trainer Toni
Trojacek said the popularity of
nutritional supplements is based
on hype and marketing.
"I would never take any supplement that was hyped-up, unless
I had personally done extensive
research on the effectiveness and
possible side effects," Trojacek
said.
Ross Bailey, associate director of athletics, said it is essential for student athletes to have
a reliable source of nutritional
information.
"Athletes are free to buy supplements in stores so the best we
can do is recommend certain supplements on the basis of safety,
credibility of manufacturer and
quality of product and advise
them to stay away from the rest,"
said Bailey, former TCU athletics
trainer.

The recommended dosage on
the back of the bottle is based on
the average American, Ranelle
said, and may be ineffective or
even unsafe for a person that
does not exemplify the body proaverage
the
of
portions
American. Ranelle said the average male is about 5' 10", 160
pounds. The average American
woman is about 5' 6",130-140
pounds.
Gregory Thatcher, an instructor of kinesiology, said recommended dosages on supplement
labels are based on a manufacturer's desire to make a profit.
Regardless of how much the body
actually needs a specific supplement, manufacturers will exaggerate the dosage so customers
will have to buy more of the product, Thatcher said.
"The absolute downfall of the
American people is to listen to
marketing in regards to nutrition,"
he said.
"A person wanting a quick
energy boost from the simple sugars and carbohydrates in a sports
bar could receive the benefits

Volleyball

ARMY OFFERS
NEW "COLLEGE
FIRST" TEST OPTION
WORTH BIG BUCKS

Hockey

attack them," Medley maintained.
This week the Bears worked on
a few specific goals regarding passing and serving in preparation for
this weekend's contests. But a
greater goal for the team would be
to head into conference play at the
.500 mark. To accomplish that
goal the team must become more
aggressive. Reaching .500 would

outstanding and provides the
Black Bears a second option that
most teams can only dream about.
Among the talented crop of
newcomers are forwards Todd
Jackson and Colin Shields.
Jackson posted 23 goals and 18
assists in 63 games with the
National Development Program
last season. He said his decision
to come to Maine was motivated
by "the fans and their enthusiasm
for the program. Shields, who
Maine assistant coach Grant
Standbrook refers to as "a pure
scorer," scored an impressive 48
goals and 49 assists for the
Cleveland Barons of the North
League.
Hockey
American
Shields chose Maine because
"they have a tradition here and
they have a reputation as a winning program."
The Black Bears will deal with
an early season coaching carousel
dictated by Walsh's ongoing battle with cancer.
"I will be here for the entire
first week of practice," Walsh
advised. "I'll leave on October 1
and start my second treatment on
from page 16] the third. I hope to be back
around the 23rd or 24th.
be a great accomplishment for the
Hopefully, I'll be well enough to
program. To do that, they must
be behind the bench for the Ohio
beat the 12-2 Columbia Lions.
State series."
The emotional Ivy League team
Assistant coach Gene Reilly
is coming off a tournament win at
will handle the bench coaching
home over the weekend.The Lion's
duties, while longtime assistant
Den is a tough place to play for
Standbrook will handle personnel.
most competitors. The UMaine
Tickets for the upcoming seawomen will look to reverse that
son will go on sale Oct. 7.
trend this weekend.

A r4e
IN MANY COMPANIES
IT TAKES YEARS TO PROVE YOU'RE
MANAGEMENT MATERIAL..

WELL

GIVE YOU 10 WEEKS.

1*..frg
h time to prove you're cap,iblf,
Ten weeks may not !,E`e11-1 like
a leridFV Rut if you're tough. %marl and determined ten vveeks and a lot , )t
hard work could nrake you an Officer ot Marines And Offirer
School fO(S, ,- ^.There you'll get the chance to prove you've (jot what it talk
to lead a life full of f.X( tf;rnef it, kill of challenge, full of honor Anyone can
thfl/VC' got 'what it takes to be a leader, 1,ve'll grve you ten tveeks t() pinve it

Marines

The

77se Proad. Tha 4Ltrms..

mARINE

OFFICER

For more information, stop by and meet the officer selection
team on Oct. 17th in the Memorial Union from 11-2 pm.
Capt. Bergeron or Sgt. Majeroni. 1-888-877-USMC
or visit us on the web at www.marineofficer.com
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Rulon Gardner is America's newest wrestling star
By Kelly Michaud
Assistant City Editor
Some consider it the biggest
upset of the Olympic Games
since 1980, when the U.S. hockey team surprised the world.
Greco-Roman wrestler Rulon
Russia's
beat
Gardner
Aleksander Karelin 1-0 in a stunning overtime win for the gold
medal.
It was the most improbable outcome. Karelin has not lost since
1987 and Gardner's best international showing was a fifth place.

ity in the world but everyone
stepped forward and said hey,
we'll give you a chance."
What's the best thing about
being an Olympian?
"People knowing you dedicate
your life to try to do your best to
go there and execute. They look
at me, and they know I'm a hard
worker. They know I do a lot of
great things. I work bard and I
accomplish my goals. No matter
how I do in the Olympic Games,
they'll be proud of me."
The hardest?
"The stress of thinking you're

going to have to
Before he tnbe ready, you're
umplied, bringgoing to have to
ing home the
prepare but it's
gold, Gardner
going to
all
about
up
opened
down to
.
come
his
and
himself
or one
move
one
sport.
Rulon Gardner (right) wrestled his way to a gold medal. PHOTO COURTESY BILLY STICKLAND/ALLSPORT.
had mistake you
Other than
"1 never miss Rush Limbaugh.
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I
have
and
they
philosophy
ferent
guess
I
tion is, could you both important to me. But
your favorite
now."
I
have
things.
do
different
always
would
have prepared my most prized possession
Olympic sport?
If you win a medal, do you
it? Mental just be having the life that I have. some conservative background
for
"I get captiknow
where you want to put it?
keeps
he
him
and
to
preparation is It's everything I have, it encom- and I listen
vated by diving.
the rest of them in a
"With
good
it's
a
and
me informed
the hard thing passes the total me."
I like to watch
place
prized
(and that's in a box
basic
life."
Your motto or quote you fol- laugh. I have a pretty
for me."
that and how
...
somewhere). All the medals
I can't live without
Any supersti- low?
people do what
mean the same but each tourna"Sunshine."
"Go take care of business."
tions or rituals?
they do. Holy PHOTO COURTESY THEMAT.COM.
ment you wrestle at is just as
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...
know
don't
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intense
you
most
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guess
I
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"I
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competition?
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I
during
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a
that's
say
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bend that way."
Anything unusual you do to
"In the clinch position where me and think it's a big guy doopWhat is your favorite every time—I go out and get
ready for competition?
in
get
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I
an
appearance
at
dee-doo.
0-0
is
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if
score
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competition
the
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warmed up
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and
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end
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too
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up
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all
as
as
soon
then
But
to
everything else and he didn't real- through certain drills to make sure And basically the first one
and
stay
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just
I
relax.
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like,
was
everyone
introduced
got
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unlock and break their grip
ly have a lot of funding or equip- my mind is in the right place."
on
myself
and
focus
was
concentrate
I
cause
it's
funny
and
`oh,'
up a point. So basically you can't
Your hero or inspiration?
ment but everyone out there startluck
me
Wish
hand.
at
task
the
news
"My inspiration has to be my make a mistake and unlock your kind of the hit of the whole
ed giving him stuff to help him
conference. Everyone was want- in Sydney, I'm going out to do
hands or step out of bounds."
out. You saw everyone come family, my brothers and sisters."
my best and I hope to make
ing to be a wrestler."
I am a closet fan of ...
Your most prized possestogether to help someone who
proud."
America
...
miss
I never
"Rush Limbaugh. Athletes,
maybe didn't have all of the abil- sion?

Football
on defense, specifically in the sec•ondary, has been exposed early in
the season. Injuries have made the
problem more acute. Cornerback
David Cusano, Maine's best cover
corner, sat out Saturday's contest
with a concussion sustained last
week in practice. The Black Bears
lost safety Randy Smith with a
pinched nerve in the second quarter
of the Villanova game. It looks as
though both will be held out of
action Saturday evening.
"We have some depth problems in the secondary," admits
Cosgrove. "There are some players hurt, some we're trying to redshirt.' What happened is some
guys were thrown into the fire
and they performed well."
Against William & Mary, they
should be tested again.
The Tribe is led by quarterback David Corley. Only a sophomore, Corley, is "kind of like
Rocky Butler of Hofstra," notes
Cosgrove, adding that "he seems
to have a better arm."
Corley has completed 56 percent
of his passes this season, amassing
742 yards and throwing for four
touchdowns. His favorite targets are
wide receivers Rich Musinski (18
receptions, 326 yards, 1TD) and
Chris Rosier(12, 176, 1TD).
Musinski, a freshman, is a
converted defensive back who
has won Atlantic 10 Rookie of the
Week honors two weeks thus far
on the young season. Rosier is a
senior who is within striking dis-

from page 10
tance of school records for receptions and receiving yards.
William & Mary rush the ball by
committee. Corley is a threat to run
from the quarterback spot. Tailback
Marcus Howard leads a trio of talented tailbacks with a 4.6 yards per
carry average in four games. The
versatile backfield is rounded out
by Hameen Ali III and Komlan
Lonergan. Ali has been hampered
by nagging leg injuries thus far, but
all three of these backs can score
from anywhere on the field.
"Jimmy Lacock (Tribe head
coach) does a great job with that
offense," said Cosgrove. "They
get everyone involved and really
put pressure on a defense."
Defensively, the Tribe appear
vulnerable. Through four games,
the William & Mary defensive unit
yields an average of 420 total

yards per game. Senior linebacker
Todd Greineder leads the Tribe
with 42 tackles, 29 unassisted.
The Black Bears streak of blocking at least one kick per game will
be put to the test as well. In Brett
Sterba, the Tribe boast perhaps the
premier kicker in the Atlantic 10.
Sterba has yet to miss this season.
He has hit all 10 of his conversion
kicks and is four of four in field
goals, with a long of 52 yards.
For Maine, this weekend will
represent an opportunity. UMass
and Richmond, both power teams
in the A-10, loom on the immediate horizon. Both of those games
will be on the road. A victory on
establish
would
Saturday
momentum heading into what
might be the toughest part of their
schedule, and also serve as a
foundation for a team on the rise.

Medal Count
United States
Russia
China
Australia
France
Germany
Italy
Britain
Korea
Romania
Netherlands
Japan

Gold
25
17
22
12
12
5
11
6
5
10
8
5

Silver
15
14
14
20
13
11
6
8
6
4
5
6

Bronze
22
20
14
12
7
16
11
5
8
4
3
4

•

UM SPORTS NEWS - ALUMNI UPDATES - FANS' OPINIONS

MaineBeatcom
"WHERE BLACK BEAR FANS CHECK IN AND INTERACT"
(powered by rivals.com)

Total
62
51
50
44
32
32
28
19
19
18
16
15

111

Leonard looks
at the latest
sports news.

Black Bears
weekend
schedule.
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Blue vs. White game kicks off hockey season
By Jim Leonard
Hockey Reporter
Last season, the University of
Maine men's hockey team relied
upon a veteran contingent for
scoring and leadership enroute to
a Frozen Four berth.
This year, things are going to
be a little different.
"Our team this year, is one I
expect will build as it goes. It's
predominantly a freshman/sophomore team but there's certainly
enough leadership from the travels we've had the last two years so
that we can play way beyond our
years," head coach Shawn Walsh
said.
The Black Bear's roster for
tonight's Blue/White game (7:00
p.m. - Alfond Arena) will include
17 freshman and sophomore players. While Maine will clearly
miss the graduation losses of
Cory Larose, Ben Guite, Brendan
Walsh and Jim Leger along with
the departure of forward Barrett
Heisten to the NHL's Buffalo
Sabres, what remains in Orono is
a talented group of players.
"Young teams like this tend to
be fun," said Walsh. "They also
tend to be unpredictable. They're
capable of a lot of highs, but there
will also be some lows.
Hopefully, we'll get the pieces of
the puzzle put together and get
things going."
Spearheading the on-ice leadership this season will be a pair of
outstanding defensemen seasoned

by the rigors of Hockey East play.
Senior A.J. Begg and junior Doug
Janik will captain the Black Bears
this season. Sniper Dan Kerluke
and power forward Mattias
Trattnig will be the assistant captains.
The learning curve should be
fairly steep for this team. Maine
opens with a pair of games
against national champion North
Dakota, the team that eliminated
the Black Bears in the semifinals
of last year's Frozen Four. The
following weekend presents a
matchup
with
the
U.S.
Developmental Team and potentially St. Lawrence (another
Frozen Four semifinalist) in the
Black Bear Classic. The month
ends with two games against
perennial power Ohio State. The
saving grace during this grind is
that all of these games will be
played at home.
Begg points out that the tough
early schedule may prove advantageous in other areas. "All of
those games are big games and
win or lose, we'll come together
as a team. That should help us
down the line." Janik adds that
"we have another tough stretch in
January against UNH,BU and BC
and we'll be able to use the experience of this first month against
those clubs."
Maine will lose some size and
power, but that should be made up
in other areas. "We're a quicker
team than last year," said Janik.
"We should have more energy

The men's hockey team gets ready for action last March. CAMPUS PHOTO BY SCOTT SHELTON.
too."
With the three top scorers from
last year's team gone, the Black
Bears will rely upon consistent
contributions from Kerluke (11
Niko
goals
16
assists),
Dimitrakos (12 & 14) and Martin
Kariya (8 & 17). "Cory, Ben and
Barrett had great seasons last
year," said Kerluke. "That's a big
void to fill and we'll need to step
up." Dimitrakos points out that
"everyone will need to chip in,
including the freshman. We'll
need everyone scoring some and

hopefully I can stay healthy and junior Peter Metcalf are all tremenput the puck in the net."
dously talented defensemen. Cliff
Maine should benefit from the Loya and Michael Schutte learned
continued improvement of their on the job as freshmen last season
talented sophomore forwards. and improved steadily throughout
Joining Kariya in this group are the year.
Between the pipes, Maine has
Tom Reimann, Robert Liscak,
Gray good trouble. Sophomore Matt
and
Lucas Lawson
Shaneberger. They all played well Yeats(2.60 goals against average,
down the stretch last season and .911 save percentage) saw the
made key contributions in big bulk of the duty and proved specgames.
tacular in the Hockey East and
On the blueline, the Black NCAA playoffs. Mike Morrison
Bears may be as good as any team (2.67 & .894), a junior, is also
in the country. Janik, Begg and
See HOCKEY on page 14

Volleyball team heads to New York Football
battles
Tribe
By Lucas Peterson
Volleyball Reporter

The University of Maine
women's volleyball team hits the
road again this weekend. The team
will travel to New York to play two
opponents,
non-conference
Columbia University and SUNYBinghamton. These are the last
non-conference match-ups for the
Bears before they begin a streak of
16 consecutive America East opponents to finish out the season.
The Black Bears head into this
weekend with a record of 5-7, but
have yet to start conference play.
At last weekend's Dartmouth
Invitational, the team came out
flat early on in a match against St.
John's and did not recover until
match
against
final
the
Quinnipiac. The win Saturday
afternoon left the Bears 1-2 for
the tournament. Freshman Dawn
Dommermuth was named to the
All-Tourney team. Coach Sue
Medley says the freshman is
beginning to step up her game.
"She's starting to bring that
intensity and that passion for the
game into every day of practice."
This weekend is the volleyball team's last tuneup before the conWith such a young team, the
ference schedule begins next week. CAMPUS PHOTO BY ANNE Maine women mature with each
MALCOLM.

practice and each match. As
America East play draws nearer,
how quickly the team matures could
prove to be a determining factor in
how well this team plays and how
far it advances. Overall, America
East is a strong conference. It runs
a range from some very tough,
highly competitive teams to a couple of weak links. However, the
conference has no sure things.
"I think we have a legitimate
chance at all our opponents this
year. But...the big thing is we
have to be as competitive as our
opponents, or probably more
competitive," Medley said.
The team matches up well physically and skill-wise, but must play
with
a competitive
spirit.
Conference opponents look at their
schedules and probably have Maine
penciled in as a win. With this
being only the team's second year,
opponents are bound to overlook
them. Conference foes head out of
the locker room expecting a win
and will try to get after the Black
Bears early. That over-confidence
might play right into Maine's hands.
"The thing for us is to recognize their over-confidence and
See VOLLEYBALL on page 14

By Jim Leonard
Football Reporter
Black Bear football returns to
campus this weekend as Maine
plays host Atlantic 10 foe
William & Mary on Saturday
night at Morse Field.
Both teams come into the game
looking for their first conference
win. The Black Bears(2-2,0-I) will
try to rebound from a road loss in
their Atlantic 10 opener last weekend at the hands of Villanova,47-21.
The Tribe (1-3, 0-1)came in on the
heels of a 52-7 drubbing at the hands
of Division 1 Central Florida.
According to Maine head coach
Jack Cosgrove, the key to moving
forward is putting each week into
perspective. "I've said from the
beginning that this was a team
who's final product was going to
come at the end of the year."
The Black Bears inexperience
See FOOTBALL on page 15

